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Abstract. This paper investigates the introduction of time-delays into wheelchair 

driving.  Two dissimilar ways in which wheelchair drivers interact are compared.   

Users were observed as they drove their wheelchairs with and without time-

delays.  Tests took place with a computer system and sensors which provided 

assistance and then without any assistance provided.  As delays became longer 

then drivers found it more difficult to drive.  If the wheelchair moved through a 

more complicated environment or if the time-delay was made longer, then 

driving was better if the computer and sensors assisted.  Time delays were 

introduced between the motor controller and the wheelchair joystick.  With 

shorter time-delays or in simpler environments then less assistance was needed 

from the computer system and sensors.  In more complicated environments or if 

time-delays were longer, then more assistance was needed.  That suggest varying 

sensor support could be helpful depending on the complexity of the environment 

or the difficulties being experienced by the drivers. 
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1 Introduction 

Time-delays are investigated in this paper and their effect on the performance of 

wheelchair drivers is discussed.  Many things can affect reaction times (ReTis), for 

example: age, gender, personality type, tiredness, distraction, physical fitness, alcohol 

and whether stimuli are auditory or visual [1].  Specifically, Parkinson's sufferers have 

a longer ReTi [2].  Numerous dissimilar environments are considered.  In each case, 

drivers used a joystick to control their chair and could use ultrasonic sensors to assist 

them.  They completed a series of tasks with and without sensors to help them. 

The next Section provides some background to give context to the work and then the 

sensors and wheelchair hardware are described.  After that, the testing is presented.  

Finally the paper ends with some discussion, conclusions and future work.  A 

significant deduction is that drivers perform better in simpler situations without sensors 



to assist [3-6].  Failures increased noticeably if the sensors weren’t used or if time-

delays were increased. 

2 Background 

Time delays can be created by slower reactions.  Slower reactions add distortion to 

controller commands and feed-back [7] and that can reduce performance [8].  Some 

approaches to control with delays are described in [9, 10]. 

ReTi is defined in [1] as the time for a message to travel from a sensor (e.g.: eyes) 

to the brain and then to an actuator (e.g.: a muscle in your leg).  Neurons transmit 

messages to and from the brain and spinal cord.   Numerous issues affect ReTi [14] and 

slower ReTis can cause accidents during driving [14]. People suffering from akinesia 

have appreciably longer ReTis [11, 12] or a lesion in the right basal ganglia will cause 

ReTi to get longer [13,14]. 

The information flow can be represented as: Neuron Stimulus sent to Spinal-Cord 

– then – from Brain to Actuator to Neuron and on to Response.  Sensor neurons convert 

stimuli to electro-chemical signals within sensory neurons.  The signal journeys through 

the nervous system to the motor neurons. The motor neurons cause muscles to change 

shape or glands to secrete.  Factors that affect ReTi are: 

• Age. ReTi gets shorter until late twenties, then gets longer slowly until the 

60s when ReTi gets longer more quickly. 

• Left vs Right. ReTi in left-handed people are often faster. 

• Practice. Following errors, ReTis get longer. Training shortens ReTi and 

improves accuracy. 

• Errors. If a task is new, then ReTis are less consistent. 

• Physical Tiredness.  ReTi slows when tired. 

• Mental Tiredness.  Sleep deprivation or sleepiness lengthens ReTi and 

causes people to miss stimuli. 

• Distraction. ReTi increases with distractions. Additionally, ReTis get longer 

when verbal tasks are being given. 

• Warning. ReTis are quicker if a warning is given. 

• Alcohol. Drink slows ReTi because muscle activation becomes slower. 

• Finger Tremble. Fingers tremble and ReTis are quicker if a reaction is 

happening on a 'downswing'. 

• Personality.  Anxious personalities and extroverts have faster ReTis.  

Neurotics and Schizophrenics have slower ReTis. 

• Exercise. Fitter people have quicker ReTis. 

• Threats or Stress. Making a person anxious can make reactions faster. 

• Stimulant. Caffeine makes ReTi faster and smokers refraining from smoking 

have faster ReTis.  Some drugs make ReTi faster. 

• Learning Disorders.  People with language and reading difficulties tend ot 

have slower ReTis. 



• Injury to the brain. Brain injury can slow down ReTi and concussions and 

headaches can reduce performance. 

• Illness. Minor upper respiratory tract infection can slow ReTi. 

Work described here was mainly interested in time delays because of aging, illness, 

learning disorders and brain injury but also considered effects of errors, practice and 

fatigue.   

Powered wheelchairs are often controlled with a joystick [15] but other transducers 

can be used: pointers [16,17], switches [18,19], or virtual reality headsets [20].  

Controllers interface lower current inputs to higher current actuators that drive motors 

connected to wheels.  Variances in wheels and different gradients and surfaces can 

cause veer [18,19] and time-delays [9, 21-23] can occur because of longer ReTis[14].  

The drivers react to disturbances and correct wheelchair direction and speed. 

3 The System 

Ultrasonics are simple and robust [24] and in this work, 40 KHz transmitter / receiver 

pairs were mounted at the front of the wheelchair to provide a basic ultrasound image 

of the environment. 

A joystick controlled the electrical current to DC servo amplifiers and motors on a 

BobCat II wheelchair.  A computer was inserted between the joystick and the servo 

amplifiers [25].  The ultrasonics sensed objects around the wheelchair and the computer 

modified the user control signals in the light of the ultrasonic image.  The system is 

described in [4, 6, 26, 27].  The computer controlled the wheelchair but considered 

input from the joystick and the sensors.  The computer quizzed the sensors and adjusted 

wheelchair direction. 

Joystick data could go straight to the wheelchair controller so that the wheelchair 

would react directly to input from the joystick.  Software was assembled as described 

in [28] with three levels (Servo, Strategic and Supervisory [29, 30]). 

These rules were applied: A trajectory was only adjusted if necessary; Movements were 

smooth and controlled; The driver remained in overall control. 

4 Trials 

Trials took place to: 

• Compare systems when jointly controlled with a mix of human and computer 

control, with human control, when a variety of time-delays were introduced to 

represent various ReTis. 

• Record the number of successful tasks and failures with different time-delays and 

in different conditions. 

• Record any improvements achieved when using the system to assist, especially 

when time-delays were introduced. 



• Record the time taken to complete tasks with the sensors and without them as 

time-delays increased and gaps reduced. 

• Record the smallest gap that human users could safely drive through as the time-

delay was lengthened, both with the sensors and without them. 

Wheelchair drivers quickly learnt how the systems worked and responded. 

There were eight clusters of trials for each driving route.  Four without any 

automatic assistance from the sensors and four with automatic assistance from the 

sensors.  Obstacle courses were created for each trial in a variety of environments: 

 

INSIDE LABORATORY: Two objects on a flat floor with upright walls. 

 

INSIDE SIMPLE CORRIDOR: Upright walls with flat and some sloping surfaces with 

some objects. No doorways. 

 

INSIDE COMPLICATED CORRIDOR: Doorways and upright walls, with flat and 

sloping surfaces. Some radiators and door surrounds.  Numerous obstacles. 

 

OUTSIDE: More complex environment with various flat and sloping surfaces and 

vertical edges.  Various natural obstacles and objects. 

 

A clear explanation was provided to participating volunteers that included risks and 

benefits.  There were 15 female and 36 male participants.  The 51 volunteers were 18-

51 years old (SD 4.8, Mean 22).  Trials were repeated as human performance varied.   

Drivers repeated trials and could learn and were able to perform at their best in the 

time available.  As trails were repeated, then time-delays became longer. Volunteers 

tried to beat their best performances.  The number of failed runs and successful runs 

were recorded.  A successful run was collision free. A failure included a collision(s). 

The initial set of trials used routes with objects set 90 cm apart (10 cm wider than 

the powered wheelchair).  Then trials were repeated with thinner gaps.  If a trial was 

successful with a thinner gap then a driver made at least one more attempt at the other 

test (with or without the sensor system assisting them).  If they were successful again 

then another attempt was made with the original setup.  Trial routes started from a 

standing start at set starting position.  Gaps were verified by two researchers using a 

ruler and measure. 

Fig.1 shows where the delays were introduced (h2).  The velocity command to the 

motors (v1) could be delayed so that signal (vr) was delayed. h was the total time-delay, 

that is h2 (the forward delay) and h1 (the backward delay). 

Fig.2 shows Indoor Complicated Corridor Three.  Arrows show the route for the 

wheelchairs.  Shaded blocks show the objects in the path of the powered wheelchairs.  

That route also had two double-doorways.  There, one door was open and one kept shut.  

So a chair had to zig-zag to successfully pass them. 

A camera on the chair observed and recorded trials.  Fig.3 shows a scene from the 

camera.  The pictures show a successful trial run with a delay of 2.1s.  

 



 

 

 

Fig. 1. Delays in the system.  Based on the system in [10]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Complicated Corridor One. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 3. Camera view when moving through an indoor complicated corridor. 

5 Results 

The wheelchair automatically avoided obstacles when the assistive computer systems 

were connected.  There were some chaotic factors that affected the result, including 

variation in wheel position, slope, floor surface, or the trailing casters could send a chair 

off the desired path.  

5.1.  Operation With and Without Sensors. 

Fig.4 displays the average of best time to finish a variety of routes.  Average time to 

finish successful runs is shown on the vertical scale.  Simple environments are to the 

left in each graph shown in the figures, for example empty corridors and laboratory.  

The results show that drivers completed the simpler routes more quickly when they did 

not have any assistance from the sensors and computer system.  More complex routes 

are shown to the right, for example outside routes and complicated corridors. 

Wheelchair users finished the more complex routes faster when the sensor and 

computer system were connected and working.  The lower graph shows the average of 

fastest times when a 1s delay was introduced. 

Each time a test took place, gaps were reduced by 0.5 cm.  The thinnest set of gaps 

that a driver successfully navigated through were recorded with the number of failed 

and successful runs.  Drivers completed courses with thinner gaps when utilizing the 

computer and sensors.  Fig. 5 shows the average improvement in cm when using the 

sensors and microcomputer.  The graph at the top is without any time-delay and the 

graph at the bottom is with a 1s delay.  As simpler environments were changed into 

more complex environments or gaps changed to be thinner then drivers found it trickier 

to judge the width between obstacles.  It was more difficult for them to pass through 

the thinner gaps.  Drivers relied more on the sensor and computer systems. 



 

Fig. 4. Average of the best time taken to complete a route. 

 

Drivers successfully drove through thinner gaps when the microcomputer and sensors 

were being used.  Gradients, hills and surfaces had a tendency to turn the chairs and 

sensors became more useful in those cases.  The microcomputer consistently corrected 

wheelchair angles and as time-delays increased then the results were more noticeable.  

Wheelchairs were driven faster through thinner gaps with the assistance from the 

sensors, especially when time-delays increased.  Fig. 5 shows the gaps acheived with 

and without the sensors engaged and without any delay (top).  The bottom graph shows 

the gaps achieved with and without the sensor systems engaged but with a delay of one 

second introduced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 5. Reducing gap widths with a time-delay of 1.5s (bottom). 

 

5.2.  Times to complete courses 

As gaps became thinner and time-delays increased, then the fastest time to complete 

routes and tasks was logged.  When gaps widened, drivers completed courses faster 

without sensors and when gaps became thinner then wheelchair drivers completed 

routes and tasks faster with sensors and the microcomputer. 

 

5.3.  Failure Rates 

Fig. 6 displays failed and successful attempts with and without sensors and the 

microcomputer assisting drivers.  The x axis is a list of different environments.  Average 

numbers of failed and successful trials is to the left.  The center bar shows percentage 

of failed attempts.  The right shows the difference between failures when being assisted 

and when not.  The top bar chart is when there was not any delay and at the bottom are 

the results with 1s delays. 

 



 

 

Fig. 6. Comparing average number of failed and successful attempts with 1s delay 

 

6 Discussion and Conclusions 

In simpler situations, wheelchair drivers performed faster without sensors assisting 

them but in more complicated environments or with longer time delays then they were 

quicker with sensors assisting them.  With wider gaps or in simpler situations then 

drivers consistently performed faster without help.  As gaps reduced or environments 

became more complicated, or as time delays increased then drivers found driving more 

difficult and the sensors became more and more useful.  When the situations became 

more complicated then drivers performed better with help from the sensors.  As gaps 

reduced, assistive systems were consistently quicker than human drivers by themselves. 

Time-delays were only introduced between the joystick and controller.  Delays 

could be introduced elsewhere. Further statistical analysis could be conducted and delay 

compensation.  A delay could have been introduced in two places but it was only 



introduced in displaying the camera view to the tele-operator.  The system needs to be 

retested with a delay after the joystick and before transmitting the movement 

instructions to the mobile robot as results may then be significantly different.  In any 

real system a delay would probably be present in both if it was present in one. 

An implication of the results is that sensors should not be used in freely navigable 

regions with good views but should be reserved for more complicated situations. 

Intelligence [31-34], input devices [35] and force sensing [36] could be included.  

Modelling [37-40] and decision making [40-46] are now being investigated for future 

application. 
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